Convenient payment at the kingdom of carpets:
Kibek introduces Novus RetailSystem to its checkout area
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An easy and convenient way to pay!
The payment process at Kibek should take place quickly, conveniently and easily – after all, at one of the largest carpet
stores in the world, customers shouldn’t have to wait long at the checkout.
The company has now equipped all 16 of its stores, including the HQ store in Elmshorn, with a modern, high-performance,
state-of-the-art checkout system.
16 branches – one of the largest carpet warehouses in the world
From classic oriental carpets to carpets for children’s rooms and including select individual items and simple doormats,
the range of goods at Kibek is huge. As well as carpets and floorings, there are also household textiles including towels
and bed linen – so it’s heaven for all those who love home décor and are looking for a wide choice and expert advice. It
would be practically impossible not to find what you are looking for here to turn your living space into a home.
This positive shopping experience now extends to the checkout. Customers pay for their goods at a clear, black and
white designed checkout area. The company Re Wa Soft from Saarland was appointed to supply the cash terminals. They
installed a new cash register system (Aures Sango i 3 terminals) with the appropriate software, which offers a high level of
integration with the product management system, which was also developed by Re Wa Soft.
RetailSystem with customised solutions
Just as it has for a number of other projects, Re Wa Soft
combined the checkout system with the Novus RetailSystem,
which offers customised solutions for checkout areas and
has proved itself to be perfectly compatible here as well.
It guarantees a simple and convenient payment system,
offering not only impressive user-friendliness and a high level
of quality, but also a simple design, which fits in perfectly
with the overall design concept at Kibek carpet stores. The
following solution was installed at the 37 cash desks in Kibek
branches:
• 	RetailSystem base aluminium column with a tiltable
pivoting arm for mounting the customer display
• Connecting arm
• Verifone H 5000 connecting plate with handrest
After a long walk around carpet paradise, it’s great to have
such a convenient and easy way to pay.
For more information on the NOVUS RetailSystem, visit:
www.novus-more-space-system.com
www.kibek.de

